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ENDMENT OF TITLE 49.

be cited as the “Rail Safety Improvement Act of 2008”.

E BREATHING APPARATUS.

Chapter 201, as amended by section 409 of this division, is further

allowing new section:

breathing apparatus

of enactment* of the Rail Safety Improvement Act of 2008, the Secretary

ations that require railroad carriers

breathing apparatus suitable to provide head and neck coverage

for all crewmembers in locomotive cabs on freight trains carrying

uld pose an inhalation hazard in the event of release;

ge in each freight train locomotive to enable crewmembers to

ckly;

ut in proper working condition; and

ers with appropriate training for using the breathing apparatus.

vil 2010.
is to protect your crewmembers and keep you in compliance with the new regulations. Refer to the back page for the Amendment.

**Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus**

Sometimes the emergency escape route may require more time than a 5 or 10 minute EEBA can deliver, such as inside a tunnel. Perhaps the need is rescue, not just escape. In these instances a self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) is needed. North by Honeywell offers the Frontier® SCBA with hood. The completely clear PVC hood offers the same advantages as the clear EEBA hood. A polyurethane hood is also available for cold environments. Contact your North by Honeywell representative for a demonstration and information on the complete line of Frontier SCBA.

**Part Number**  | **Description**  
--- | ---  
915200 | .30 minute Frontier SCBA with PVC hood. Aluminum cylinder  
915332FB | .30 minute Frontier SCBA with PVC hood. Hoop wrapped cylinder  
914332FB | .30 minute Frontier SCBA with Polyurethane hood. Hoop wrapped cy  
83219 | Wall case for SCBA  
80994 | Wall and truck mount bracket for SCBA  
900993 | Molded carrying case for Frontier SCBA

**Benefit**

- Workers not used to respirators feel more comfortable.
- Safer, no blind spots to obstruct vision. Rescue personnel have full view of worker.
- Can be used in coldest environments.
- Minimizes exposure to contaminants.
- Helps alleviate anxiety during an emergency.
- More comfortable, eyes will not dry out.
- Eliminates any possible fogging.

Easy access to assure the EEBA is always filled and ready for use.

- No need to translate or provide special training
- Saves precious seconds during an emergency

Crew members can locate their EEBAs quickly, even during the confusion immediately after an incident.

Crew members can strap their EEBA on to keep at the ready, or grab and go at the last minute

- Protection for EEBA when not in use.
- Easy and quick access in an emergency.